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Grey Dawn make Inroads into Southern Alliance Territory
Further gains against the Molteni and PdU reported.
Grey Dawn have consolidated their
route to the East by carrying out a
series of attacks.
The first was against the N.U.D.E.
Base at Disner where a small
garrison fought to hold the village
against overwhelming odds. The
attackers deployed armoured cars
and light artillery and despite the
single road through the marshlands
they were able to prevail. The
inclusion of a BAT-M Bulldozer
was significant, as a burning BTR
APC had to be barged off the road
in order for the attack to continue
with anything other than Infantry.
With Disner in Grey Dawn hands
their motorised forces pressed on to
Qetrada, where they engaged the
surprised garrison consisting of a
single militia Infantry squad. After
a brief firefight the defenders
surrendered. With Qetrada in Grey
Dawn hands the road to Tuchatro
was open and supplies were soon
delivered to this former outpost.

The push to the North West by the
PdU seems to have halted and
attention has been turned to Grey
Dawn and their impudent advance.
Light forces supported by mortars
and machineguns have carried out
a night probe of the defences at
Tuchatro. The defenders answered
with their own small arms and
mortar fire and in the chaos of a
night action they fought off the
attack.

The Centre of Internal Aggression
(CIA) have consolidated their hold
over the North West and lucrative
oil supplies by seizing Casa Nar,
and desert village from a weak
Government forces garrison.

Creeping Death (CD) in the North
East of the country have moved
from their recent success at
Fekensa to take control of Terba
from Government Forces. Once
again their tactics have lead to
Meanwhile, the Molteni have it heavy losses but their successes
seems coordinated their efforts speak for themselves.
with an airstrike upon the Grey
Dawn positions at Tuchatro. The
RTAF-5 carrying a number of 110
Lb bombs came in at medium
height and bombed with good
accuracy destroying targets in the
centre of the village. The Grey
Dawn gunners using ZPU-4 heavy
anti aircraft guns were unable to hit
the attacking air unit despite some
heavy expenditure of ammunition.

Jason’s Bit
The game seems to have taken a very different turn recently with other factions coming to the fore and older
factions having to pull in their horns having become too successful early on. There is always a temptation to
go as far as you can without consolidating what you have captured or exploiting the human resources. At least
one faction has failed to recruit any significant numbers of infantry and battle losses have steadily eroded the
manpower until they have been forced to carry out an expensive recruitment drive which has caused problems
with their industry. It will take several months to recover Infantry strength while training is carried out.
OK, that's it for another year. Lets hope that Company Commander continues to provide a challenge to all
players in the new year, and that you all have a great year to come.
Regards Jason.

